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of Transformation in the Fusion
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The fusion energy and plasma sciences have undergone
remarkable transformational events in its history. Many
of these events have shaped and reshaped our under‐
standing of what the field’s standards for excellence
and progress ought to be. Indeed, many scientific de‐
velopments have enlarged the consciousness of the
field regarding what is even possible. Examples in mag‐
netic fusion go all the way back to declassification,
when there emerged a common understanding on both
sides of the Cold War of the nature of the science of
plasmas that emboldened scientists globally to reach for
theoretical frameworks that spanned specific experi‐
mental configurations. While much of scientific pro‐
gress is incremental, this talk takes a walk through the
history of fusion and plasma science that is decidedly
selective, with the choice made to focus on transforma‐
tional developments that have led to rapid expansions
in thinking of what it means to conduct this research. It
is with this as backdrop that we can draw inspiration as
we view the tasks in hand of establishing the scientific
bases for fusion and the plasma sciences, and for mas‐
tering control of both the burning plasma and low tem‐
perature plasma regimes.
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